
We were blessed with good weather, a great atmosphere and the presence of lots of
colleagues from community sector organisations and other Hackney services, as
well as our amazing young people and parents.  Here are some photos and feedback
about the day.
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“I loved attending different workshops within the
CAMHS centre I found it very insightful to learn

about the experiences of people across the
border.”  Young Person

“It felt like a great way
to engage families in the
service and show what
can be offered.”  Staff

member at another
Hackney service

“Easy, warm, informative conversations.”
Voluntary & Community Sector Organisation

sunshine  for  our open day!

what have people
said about the day?

“It would be lovely to have
more events that build
bridges with our local

communities and local
organisations and de-

stigmatise mental health
conditions.” East London

NHS Foundation Trust
Staff

“I learnt more about the experience of Autism
through the VR headset.” Young Person

“It was so lovely to see the garden and building so
full of people and energy. It was also a real

privilege to get a chance to meet members of other
community organisations and learn about their

work.” ELFT staff



Join us on the 28th July for a fun and interesting eventOpen Day at CAMHS

“The Open Day was a great opportunity to develop a better understanding of
the different services offered by CAMHS. It was also useful to be introduced
to community programmes like the African Community School and Father to
Father which will help me in future work.”  Staff member at another Hackney
service

“Best bit, was a parent who dropped in to tell us
how well his son has done since leaving our
service.”  ELFT Staff

“Meeting new community groups and many
support organisations that I had no idea
existed.
It had a great mixture of professional
organisations, fun, cultural activities, the
food was delicious and the music top
notch!”  Parent

“Being able to meet people who I have only
spoken to on the telephone and also to meet
staff from other services.”  ELFT Staff

“More peer / organisational connections. Space to learn and feel comfortable
with what we all have to give and how.” Voluntary and Community Sector
Organisation

what did people get
out of it?

General manager at Specialist CAMHS, Ade Dosunmu
, thanked the young people and parents who helped
make the day happen and the administation staff who
got to work at 7am to set the tables and gazebos up!



FAIRNESSFAIRNESS11..   “I want the same chances at life as my peers no“I want the same chances at life as my peers no
matter how difficult my journey has been”matter how difficult my journey has been”  

2. CO-PRODUCTION2. CO-PRODUCTION “I want to be actively engaged and supported to“I want to be actively engaged and supported to
get involved and see changes that I haveget involved and see changes that I have

influenced”influenced”

3. EQUALITY3. EQUALITY “I want the same experience of care and range of“I want the same experience of care and range of
support regardless of where I live or go to school”support regardless of where I live or go to school”

4, JOINED UP CARE4, JOINED UP CARE “I want professionals to work together so that“I want professionals to work together so that
I tell my story once and be involved in decidingI tell my story once and be involved in deciding

what support will suit me and my family’s,what support will suit me and my family’s,
goals and needs”goals and needs”

5, EASY ACCESS TO5, EASY ACCESS TO
SERVICESSERVICES

“I want to be able to see all support available“I want to be able to see all support available
to me, my family and friends in one place”to me, my family and friends in one place”

6. DIFFERENT TYPES6. DIFFERENT TYPES
OF HELPOF HELP

“I want to access support in different ways“I want to access support in different ways
that suits me and my goals, including helpingthat suits me and my goals, including helping

me to recognise the early signs of an issue”me to recognise the early signs of an issue”

“I want to be able to access different support“I want to be able to access different support
from different people, including those with livedfrom different people, including those with lived

experience, when and where I need it”experience, when and where I need it”

8. BIG CHANGES IN8. BIG CHANGES IN
MY LIFEMY LIFE  

“I want to feel like professionals care as I“I want to feel like professionals care as I
move between different stages of my life”move between different stages of my life”

9. LANGUAGE9. LANGUAGE “I want professionals to use language that has“I want professionals to use language that has
relevance to us, and stop the acronyms!”relevance to us, and stop the acronyms!”

10, CULTURE10, CULTURE

“I want to be able to decide how my family“I want to be able to decide how my family
are involved in my support, and they mightare involved in my support, and they might

also need support”also need support”
11, CHOICE, CONTROL11, CHOICE, CONTROL

AND SUPPORTAND SUPPORT  

“I want professionals to know about“I want professionals to know about
my culture and to respect my culture”my culture and to respect my culture”

7. PEOPLE WHO7. PEOPLE WHO
HELP MEHELP ME  

The statements below were written by young people fromThe statements below were written by young people from
North East London working with professionals at theNorth East London working with professionals at the
Consultation and Co-production event 'All About Me'Consultation and Co-production event 'All About Me'

They represent what young people want from theirThey represent what young people want from their
mental health services and provide challenge andmental health services and provide challenge and

direction for staff to work towards.direction for staff to work towards.

If you would like to get involved with ‘All About Me’ please contactIf you would like to get involved with ‘All About Me’ please contact
rose.kachere@nhs.netrose.kachere@nhs.net



Claudia Livesey and Kial John-Lewis

What's your favourite food?

What's your favourite film?

Colleagues at the Re-Engagement Unit, Hackney Education

Get to know...

Claudia is a social worker
and systemic psychotherapist
with CAMHS, Kial is a Senior

Engagement Worker at REU.  
They work together through

integrated working across
Hackney services  

Kial: I'm a big foodie but I would say the one dish that kind of takes me back to the childhood days would be
oxtail and rice and peas. That's from my paternal side of the family, my great uncle, my nan, granddad, my dad,
it's a dish they all cook really well and it brings me back to those good old days of family meals. There's lots of
different variations of cooking it. I'm from a very small island in the Caribbean called Dominica, which everyone
keeps thinking is the Dominican Republic, which it isn't. If we're shopping it's the first takeaway I buy as I love it,
but I'm also disappointed cause it's not the same taste. The home cooked version of that meal is the best. 

Claudia: Mine's really boring,it's pizza.

Kial: There's nothing boring about pizza

Claudia:  I also would never be able to cook that, but it's what I always, always, always wanna get. And if I was
thinking about when I was little, my favourite dish was pasta bake, my mum used to find it really strange as it's
kind of boring and very easy to make but I was obsessed with it. Even on my birthday I would ask for it. And and
we had a bit of a thing in our family about the Sainsbury's basic Margarita pizzas, we were all really obsessed
with them, we'd have those for birthdays as well, which again was great for my parents
because it was so cheap and easy! And so I've got a bland palette, haven'tI?😂

Rose: Have you eaten pizza in Italy?

Kial: With everything, pasta and pizza, Italy is amazing. I've probably been to Italy about 12 times, to a place
called Rimini, and speaking to my great uncle I realised that actually my family are part Italian as well, which I
never knew. So now I need to learn to cook proper Italian pizza or pasta as well, I better treat myself to a trip to
Italy for that as well!

 
Kial: I'm a real film bod, me and my wife probably get through a lot of box sets. I get through more than her
secretly and then rewatch them! I'll go for an old classic that me and my mom watched, it's Last of the Mohicans
with Daniel Day Lewis. I think it just opened up a whole new part of history that I didn't know about. It's about
the Native American struggle. The Americans at the time were actually just British colonialists that were there
fighting against the British and the French for independence and the Native Americans are kind of stuck in the
middle, having to pick sides, but themselves being very grounded, very spiritual. There was a camaraderie
between the main characters that was really positive,a positive relationship between men and I didn't really
see that in other films. In the film there were brothers as well, but they weren't actually related, so it kind of ...



 ...made me think a lot. Daniel Day Lewis was an American child that was brought into a Native American
family and they accepted him. For me, growing up, it was all about acceptance. My family, like I said, has
Italian, Caribbean and English background so being mixed race I had so many different family members that
didn't look like me, but we all loved each other and I think that film tapped into that. The film can be brutal but
beautiful, and the music is amazing and shows just how powerful music is to films.

Claudia: There's two that come to mind, they're both actually French films, which makes me sound pretentious,
but I grew up in France, so that's why.   My favorite silly film is called 'The World is Yours' or 'Le Monde est a Toi'.
It's a really silly gangster film, fun and playful and takes the **** out of the British.

Kial:  Sounds like a great movie.

Claudia:  You'd love it, I've seen it three times and I've shown it to all my friends and everybody likes it. And
then, this isn't my favorite but it was a film where I remember going to the cinema with someone and looking
across and they were crying and I was crying too. It's called Gagarine and it's about a real-life high rise estate in
France.   It's about the lives of the people living there at the time that it’s about to be demolished.

What do you want people to know about what you do?
Kial: So I want people to know that the ReEngagement Unit supports children without any stigma
attached to the child or the parent. I feel like parents automatically see REU as just for getting them
stay in school, but no, really we're a very supportive service and it's about guiding parents, schools
and children to make that child have a great experience in school,that's literally where all of our
work stems from.

Claudia: Yeah.

Kial: It's about relationship building; it's about working with empathy; it's about empowering young
people and it's about challenging schools in a supportive way - so I never come with a problem and
not a solution. I bring suggestions to school and have multiple solutions to support them. We are a
fun service and all work from a child centred approach. I had never heard of the service before I
joined but I've really enjoyed seeing it grow from 4 people to 15/16 of us. It's not that scary but the
schools will tell the parents "We can we refer you to this service that will help your child stay in
school" and I wonder how the parents feel, as when I first speak to them they are on the back foot
but after 10 minutes they realise that I'm just trying to help out their child and I'll go into school for a
meeting every week if need be.

Rose: That's really good to hear, because from a parent perspective, you feel so much pressure to get
your child into school. If they're not in school for whatever reason the stigma and the shame is real.
You feel like every single message is "you're not doing what you should be doing" "you're doing
something wrong" "that child should be in school" etc. 

Kial: We focus on positives, so for me, if a child is sometimes going to school then we have something
to work with. We listen to the pupils' voices, for example "if I had a magic wand and I could change
anything about school, what would you want me to change?" They start saying little things, then we
talk to staff about it and just try and change it a little bit and people are normally quite open to
suggestions. Well, I'm quite persuasive, as Claudia knows!

Claudia: No, I agree with everything Kial said about the Re-Engagement Unit and I don't think I have
anything to add. Family therapy is what I'm most recently qualified in and I'm thinking about what it
means in a core way to me. It's not necessarily for everyone, it's not necessarily what's going make a
difference to everyone, but what I want people to know is that you don't have to get through
anything on your own and usually what you're finding difficult is not just because of you. I do also
fundamentally believe that people can survive a lot (and maybe anything), if they have relationships
to others in which they can experience and reciprocate love and care, in a way that makes sense and
is easy to do.

Finishes on next page



R’s Mum: Cahms is a good service at being accommodating and understanding of my
autistic son due to them talking nicely, making people feel comfortable at appointments
and having a great understanding. They do special events such as giving out prizes during
Christmas time which shows they care about service user experience and definitely create
a belonging community for my child which is important as autistic individuals can feel like
outliers and different so this has helped my son feel better. They treat us equally and kindly
even if they are more knowledgeable than us as patients, creating an environment where
it's easy to talk about anything.
 
R: Cahms is a nice service and they take into consideration my needs, they are honest and
fair. It is enjoyable to chat with those that support me as they acknowledge my feelings
and opinions.

So like, if you have people around you that love you, if they can show you that and you can receive it,
in whatever way, then you can get through a lot. And so Family Therapy is about trying to make sure
that people do have that, and can communicate what they need to with each other, in a way that is
coherent for everyone involved.  And that doesn’t actually have to be with your family, it can be with
anyone who matters to you. It’s just that our connection to others is a resource that can help you
through all the hurdles that life will throw at you. That’s what I believe Family Therapy can offer, but
with the caveat that not all children and young people might want it at a particular time in their life’. 

Rose: That was actually really beautiful. Thank you both so much.

"Rebecca Mason has helped me not just as a psychologist but as a person and as a
woman. I love her so much and I always pray for her. If I could give her the world, I
could give her the universe"

Community events
you might like...

some positive feedback
about our staff





A big thank you to EVERYONE, who contributed to our successful Open Day
last week. Thank you to all the Young people, parents/ carers, voluntary and

community partners and our wonderful staff who made the day possible. One
of the highlights of the day for me, was a parent who came in because they saw
the open day banner outside. The parent shared a wonderful testimony of how

his son accessed City and Hackney CAMHS 5 years ago. The parent spoke
about the wonderful staff who contributed to his child’s life and the impact
they had made. The child is now a young adult, he is doing very well and the

parent commented that C&H CAMHS staff has been instrumental in his child’s
journey.

 
On that note, I want to say thank you to all our staff at every level, your

kindness and dedication to children, young people and parents is truly life
changing.

In the words of Mahatma Gandhi, in a gentle way, you can shake the world.
 

Ade Dosunmu
City & Hackney CAMHS General Manager

Ade's Updates

https://www.camhs-
resources.co.uk/websites

Online Resources you might like...


